


Today, by the thanks of bone grafting techniques with new bone graft materials, it is

possible to increase the volume, width, and height of bone in deficient areas to

regenerate the tissues allowing the placement of implants. Among various bone graft

substitutes, autograft is ranked as the ideal bone graft material having bone forming

capacity and osteoconductivity as well. However, it also have some disadvantages like

the need of additional surgical site for harvesting hard tissue, and the increase of patient

discomfort with the likelihood of complications.

The different types of bone graft materials replacing autograft to overcome these

problems have been widely developed and used. Among these bone graft substitutes,

bovine bone-derived bone substitutes are widely used for treatment of bone defects in

dental, implantation, and orthopedic regenerative surgery. 

Here, we introduce a natural mineralized bone high substitute

which has the most similar structure with affinity to human

tissue. Besides, porcine based tissue is regarded as more

highly biocompatible to human organ, our patent of

proprietary processing process enables to maximize its unique

structure removing all of organic materials without any

immunogenic response. On these cutting edge of patented

technology, we are able to introduce this novel and safe bone

substitute, which gives a freedom of clinical treatment when it

comes to bone regeneration surgery in dentistry. We are very

proud of having this chance to propose“THE Graft”to all of

dentists in the world.

Bone regeneration graft materials 
and the needs for new natural mineralized
bone substitute 



Features & Benefits
�THE Graft�is a natural mineralized bone grafting material with its unique structure

removed all of the potential substances causing immunogenic reaction of impeding

bone remodeling process without damage. The patented and cutting edge technology

enables to bring this novel biologics to dentistry. It has certain mechanical strength

and strong osteoconductivity without inducing immune rejection. So it has a

significant favorable potential for the treatment of bone defects.  
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�THE Graft�is a natural mineralized bone produced by removal of all organic components

from the controlled and certified porcine bone by proprietary processing technology. Due to

its unique structure, �THE Graft� is physically and chemically comparable to the mineralized

matrix human bone. 

Since �THE Graft� has the most similar structures in the chemical and physical perspective it

has more favorable regenerative capacity and biocompatibility, which lead reliable

biomaterial for dental implant placement with volume maintenance. From safety perspective,

with our proprietary processing technology �THE Graft� is free from any problems involving

immunological reactions or potential risks of infection and it is free from the risk of the

BSE(Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy) because of its biological origin.

Considering both volume increase &

maintenance, �THE Graft�would be the
optimal solution.

Also �THE Graft�covers a broad spectrum of

indications in bone regeneration surgery with

optimal volume stability and its natural mineral

structure.



INDICATIONS FOR USE
�THE Graft�is intended for use as a bone grafting material to fill,
augment, reconstruct periodontal or oral/maxillofacial defects in the
indications below:

�THE Graft�Cancellous Granules
Natural bone mineral of porcine origin

� Volume:                                              0.25g 

0.5g

1.0g

2.0g 

� Volume:                                                 0.5g

1.0g   

� Particle size:                           250 -1,000㎛ � Particle size:                        1,000 - 2,000㎛

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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[CE] [ISO 13485: 2003] [CMDCAS 0311]
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• Peri-implant defect

• Extraction Sockets

• Sinus floor elevations

• Ridge augmentation or reconstrution  

• Defects after root resecton, apicoectomy and cystectomy

• Periodontal defects  



�THE Graft� INFORMATION(1)



�THE Graft� INFORMATION(2)
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�THE Graft� INFORMATION(3)
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Case #1-1
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[OpenTex® application] [OpenTexⓇ barrier Membrane
Technique]
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Case #1-2
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[Remove after 3 weeks]

[1month after Remove]

[6 months POST-OP]



Case #1-3
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[Panoramic X-ray view: 

6 months POST-OP]
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Case #2-1
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Case #2-2
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Case #2-3
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Case #3-1
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Case #3-2
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Case #3-3
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